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INTRODUCTION: THE POST-COLD WAR ERA AND NUCLEAR RESTRAINT

In many ways, multilateral cooperation in the field of nuclear disarmament is the most important dynamic in the post-Cold War era. Indeed, the end of the rhetorical hostilities between East and West has allowed for a more constructive dialogue among significant actors regarding arms control, disarmament, and the general security of the international system. However, while this new "order" has to its credit successes, such as the indefinite renewal of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty in April 1995, it also has been marked by setbacks, including the initial failure of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) talks in Geneva, Switzerland (later successfully negotiated in the General Assembly of the United Nations). Varying degrees of success, then, have led to inevitable questions about the structure and scope of strategic issues as we move further away from the Cold War period.

This article examines the effects of collaborative efforts (particularly those of the US and Russia) to reduce the threat of nuclear materials diversion, and their general implications for the process of nuclear disarmament and non-proliferation. These initiatives are indicative of the next logical dimension of the nuclear restraint regime, referred to here as "nuclear materials elimination." These developments in international security regimes, and particularly those relating to materials non-proliferation, are couched in burgeoning cooperative relations between the US and Russia that have precipitated and established a broader multilateral relationship for disarmament and non-proliferation. The article uses as its central framework the theory of "regimes" in international relations, demonstrating that the empirical evidence of the broadening scope of nuclear disarmament initiatives illustrates the utility, if not activation, of regime theory. Furthermore, placed in a historical context, the article suggests that the current development of nuclear disarmament demonstrates the cumulative effect of efforts during the Cold War. Using regimes as a methodological device, then, this article concludes that recent bilateral Russo-American initiatives in the field of nuclear weapons controls represent a true watershed in international relations and international security, with important implications for multilateralism, particularly with regard to the prospects for broadening the nature and scope to include many more states.

In some respects the incremental effect of several distinctive regimes, detailed later in this article, has created something of a paradigm for international security studies. That is to say, the developmental aspects of these regimes reflected, and reflect today, the
normative ideas or beliefs about the restraint of weapons of mass destruction. In short, the initiatives themselves were responsive to a perceived need to keep nuclear weapons technology in check. Hence, several interdependent regimes served to formulate a paradigmatic way of conceptualizing nuclear restraint.

Importantly, cooperation in the area of nuclear controls between the former Soviet Union and the United States constitutes a unique opportunity for confidence-building and security assurances. The impetus for this new cooperation emanates both from the domestic sphere of what commonly is referred to as the "national interest" of these countries, and the international structure of relative power and state-to-state relations.

Overall, the conclusions here contribute to our understanding of order and change in the international system as they pertain to security concerns, and the specific relationship between the United States and Russia. Developments in the post-Cold War era between East and West are representative of new thinking in strategic relations. In light of emerging and particularly post-Cold War security challenges, it is necessary to reexamine the security climate of our contemporary system in order to best understand both the context and the direction of change. Understanding this new era in strategic arms control presents an example of an activated non-proliferation regime for academic studies, on the one hand, and a political and diplomatic attempt to attend to the very nub of nuclear arms control and disarmament (that is, fissile material), on the other.

REGIME ANALYSIS IN INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

"Regimes" have been used in international relations as a manner of classifying and ordering behavior in the international system since Stephen Krasner gave formal definition to the term in 1982. Krasner defined regimes as "principles, norms, rules, and decision-making procedures around which actor interests converge in a given issue-area." Though the concept was criticized as being "faddish," regime theory embedded itself in the academic literature, leading one scholar in 1986 to refer to it as a "hot" topic in the study of international relations. Indeed, regime theory has come to be accepted as one of the central frameworks for understanding events in the world arena. It has been adapted for interpretative uses by realists, neo-realists, neo-Marxists, neo-structuralists, and Groatians. In this light, then, regime theory has a certain cachet that extends beyond normative perspectives of international relations, permitting divergent interpretations and explanations of behavior of actors.

In simple terms, regime theory has been used by varying perspectives because it attempts to explain, in a fairly flexible manner, how international actors seek to coordinate behavior. More directly, regime theory incorporates a decidedly structural interpretation with a degree of attention to the process of activity among actors. On a structural level, regime theory provides a basis for understanding the manner in which states seek power in the international system, either through the extension of interests, or the functional allocation of capabilities. Regimes are indeed normative, since they govern - and often entrench - the fundamental beliefs and attitudes of primary actors in international relations. This inevitably leads to a matter of choice, based on the differentiation of
power by the actors involved. That is to say, the interests of dominant actors tend to frame the regimes themselves.

Regimes are also concerned with process, including the decision-making procedures, the rules, and the norms that regulate states in the international system. There is a subjective, as well as an objective, dimension in this context. Objectively, rules and decision-making procedures establish a framework for state interaction that may be interpreted in a definitive manner. Operating through tribunals, adhering to international codes and treaties, creating institutional limitations and responsibilities all represent mechanisms that may be utilized in a common manner by participants. However, principles, norms and rules may be highly value-based, often reflecting the interests of the most portentous actors involved. This leads to inevitable subjective biases and interpretations; "norms," for instance, may not be as categorical as, say, conditions for entry into a regime, or the division between the autonomy of member states and institutional independence.

Regime theory, therefore, is a flexible alternative for analyzing international relations, and has come to occupy a generally accepted level of frameworks. As Ernst Haas has suggested, regimes have utility in international relations because they seek to provide a method of understanding human interaction. Regimes are social institutions, created and maintained as a way of conceptualizing and operationalizing the inevitability of human sociability. In this way, regimes are both responsive and "proactive." They are responsive because we tend to use them to clarify phenomena in the international system, classifying and distinguishing patterns of behavior and their corresponding effects; "proactive" because regimes are considered as more than an explanatory device, but also as a tool that may be used to anticipate or govern sets of relations or behavior.

Regimes create a more nuanced method of understanding state behavior. As Krasner has argued, regimes dismiss the simplistic "billiard ball" interpretation of international relations, where states are the only actors in the international system, operating in a zero-sum environment where the accumulation of power through non-cooperation is the modus operandi of actors. Instead, regime theory seeks to account for relative shifts in capability among actors themselves, and maintains a far more dynamic nature, allowing for change within and without individual regimes. Krasner argues that regimes may "assume a life of their own . . . [o]nce a regime is in place, it may develop a dynamic of its own that can alter not only related behaviour and outcomes but also basic causal variable." It is for this reason that regimes are particularly useful in the analysis of nuclear non-proliferation efforts, and particularly recent strategic relations between the United States and Russia. Regimes, as social institutions, are forms of management for international relations, seeking to reduce uncertainty and facilitate cooperative behavior. As argued later, there is no doubt that the tradition of instilling and maintaining nuclear restraint taken on by the superpowers since the early 1960s represents a form of international management that has contributed to the reduction of tensions between the two countries, and the institutional mechanisms responsible for facilitation. In brief, the extension of nuclear restraint regimes during and after the Cold War era represents a form of
cooperative behavior, which is both purposeful and calculated; as argued later in this article, this cooperative behavior mandates policy coordination, envisioning the wishes of the other side, and fundamentally adjusting one's undertakings to match those of the other side, as well as the regime itself.

NUCLEAR RESTRAINT REGIMES: THE COLD WAR AND BEYOND

The Cold War nuclear arms race and its accompanying restraint treaties was primarily responsive to its two main actors, the United States and the Soviet Union, and was predicated on the control and manipulation of military atomic energy. America's use of the atomic bomb in the war with Japan marked the beginning of the first period of the arms race and the introduction of the truly strategic side of nuclear energy. The period of American nuclear monopoly lasted until 1949; during this period of monopoly, the United States could have waged a unilateral nuclear war against the Soviet Union, with no fear of similar reprisals. Although the Soviets gained nuclear capability before most analysts thought possible, the US still retained this dominance through a second stage until the late 1950s. During most of the 1960s the United States still held a first strike capability, but by the end of this decade the USSR had reached a rough balance with the US, which it maintained until the end of the Cold War.

The stages of the nuclear arms race set the conditions and established the principal actors for the accompanying disarmament process. There were other players, of course, but the circumstances set by the two superpowers dominated the substance of nuclear restraint negotiations for the duration of the Cold War. Moreover, while the nuclear buildup was accompanied by other areas of arms acquisitions such as conventional, biological and chemical weapons, strategic nuclear weapons posed the greatest single threat to international peace and security.

As Lawrence Freedman has argued, nuclear arms racing during the Cold War was marked by the "importance of being first." Although both sides recognized the unavoidable mutual losses that would accompany a nuclear war, it was nonetheless important to maintain, to quote Paul Nitze, "a position of nuclear attack-defence superiority." The nuclear arms race of the Cold War period, therefore, was a strategic balance of terror, and a time of mutual nuclear deterrence.

Forming the backbone to this time of mutual distrust and antagonism, the nuclear arms race established a seemingly intractable dynamic. A virtual state of affairs between the two nations, nuclear capability as policy underwent a series of configurations, and both sides sought to prevent any attempt by the other to obtain strategic superiority. Yet as the nuclear arms race escalated, corresponding attempts to control the development of weapons continued. The arms control-disarmament initiatives were a recognition by both parties that procurement should not go unchecked; they also formed the basis for a confidence-building mechanism between the nuclear adversaries. These initiatives allowed for continued dialogue and a means of maintaining relative balance between the US and the Soviet Union, avoiding a disproportionate and therefore unstable power relationship.
Although arms control has a long and varied history, it had a particularly crucial role during the Cold War. Hence, arms control is most often associated with that period. Superpower negotiations aimed at controlling or reducing nuclear weapons represent a period that has spanned over 30 years, working toward the eventual goal of complete nuclear disarmament. The "process" element is significant here because it brings to bear the increasing and progressive scope of arms control agreements and treaties, moving from issues of testing and possession, to limitation and eventually reduction. The "outcome" of the process has led to the nub of the problem itself: controls and alternate uses of military fissionable material. The elimination of military fissile material, therefore, is in fact the desired "endgame" of the arms control and disarmament process since eliminating this material by definition eliminates the related nuclear capability.

Numerous arms control and disarmament treaties, multilateral as well as bilateral, were negotiated during the Cold War. Reflective of the era in which they were negotiated and signed, as well as the foreign policies of those administrations involved, these treaties represent a progression in both scope and subject matter. Broadly speaking, the most significant arms control initiatives reflect five main stages of the nuclear restraint regime: testing, possession, limitation, reduction, and elimination (see Table 1 for a point form reference). Furthermore, the final stage - the endgame, as it were - reveals the importance of fissile material for the logical evolution of the regime.

At the centre of new developments in nuclear restraint is the matter of control over fissile material in both multilateral and bilateral arms control efforts. Important advancements in this field include the US-Russian Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) agreement, bilateral agreements on the cessation of plutonium production (the Gore-Chernomyrdin agreement), and the current pre-negotiation efforts toward a fissile material production ban in Geneva. These developments, in concert with nuclear weapons treaties (START I and II, INF) are indicative of the possibilities for arms control and disarmament in the post-Cold War environment, yet also serve as an example for other nuclear weapons possessing states and the so-called "threshold" states (those that likely have nuclear weapons programs but have not acknowledged it officially). A logical, albeit complicated, trajectory is the incorporation of these other states into the new regime of nuclear weapons and materials controls.

The immediacy surrounding fissile material controls is reflective of a "new" international security concern that has replaced the former strategic dilemmas of the Cold War. Admittedly, while it is not entirely a new issue, it has at least increased its significance for non-proliferation efforts. This developing security dilemma involves existing inventories of fissile material that may be used in the manufacturing of nuclear weapons, as well as ongoing production of new fissile material. In many ways, this issue is of primary concern in that fissile material constitutes the most important component for the construction of nuclear weapons. With no controls over weapons grade fissile material, there can be little hope of effective control over proliferation, both vertical and horizontal, of nuclear weapons themselves.

THE PARADIGM IN CONTEXT: PREVIOUS RESTRAINT REGIMES
Testing

As signatories to the Limited (or Partial) Test Ban Treaty (LTBT) of 1963 (along with over 100 other nations that have signed since), the United States and Soviet Union pledged to eliminate nuclear testing in the air, under water, and in outer space. The LTBT was a milestone in the control of nuclear arms, beginning the cooperative side of the nuclear relationship between the two parties. Furthermore, it took the nearly disastrous Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962 to convince the two nations that increased communication was vital for the maintenance of security and the avoidance of first use. The initial proposals of the LTBT (still not signed by two possessing powers, China and France) have been used as a basis for a wider testing regime, most notably the efforts to institute a Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT).

Possession

Increasing the breadth of nuclear weapons controls, the Nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty (NPT) of 1968 created a decidedly asymmetrical system of possessor and non-possessor states. The NPT was intended to address "horizontal" proliferation by prohibiting new states from acquiring nuclear weapons in exchange for a commitment among established nuclear powers to limit "vertical" proliferation through the reduction of their own nuclear arsenals. While the multilateral component of the NPT was obviously crucial for containing emerging nuclear weapons programs, the commitment to reduce weapons signalled the beginning of US-Soviet warhead reduction negotiations culminating in the START agreements. The May 1995 NPT renewal conference meetings in New York ended in a decision to extend the treaty indefinitely into the future. In addition, largely as a result of United States pressure, the possessing states agreed to seek a CTBT and a pledge to continue reducing warheads with an intention to eliminate them completely.

Limitation

Following the success of the NPT talks in the late 1960s, nuclear weapons treaties moved from issues of testing and possession to limitation. Mounting US concern regarding the increasing vulnerability of its nuclear forces, in concert with the emerging relative symmetry with the Soviets, led to the first Strategic Arms Limitation Talks (SALT I) signed in 1972. SALT I placed a ceiling on the number of land- and sea-based strategic nuclear delivery vehicles the two sides had while negotiating a more substantive treaty (SALT II). SALT I did not preclude the development of MIRV technology, but did freeze the number of offensive strategic missiles deployed or constructed for the following five years. SALT I is also important because it contained the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty (ABM) restricting each side to only two ABM sites—one at the capital city and another elsewhere. Both sides believed that the ABM treaty protected their strategic offensive capability. SALT I created a verification process through which each side could monitor the other's compliance to the agreement.

SALT II was meant to continue the "obligation" both sides had to further limit the development of strategic offensive arms. SALT II, essentially outlined at the 1974
Vladivostok talks between US President Ford and Soviet General Secretary Brezhnev, sought to limit strategic nuclear delivery vehicles, including heavy bombers, at an aggregate ceiling of 2250; limit MIRVed systems at 1320 \[30\]; continue the ban of new land-based ICBMs; limit the development of new strategic offensive arms; and to incorporate the SALT I articles of verification. Although both sides adhered to the broad guidelines of SALT II, President Carter withdrew consideration of the treaty from the United States Senate in response to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. With the end of the SALT talks, nuclear weapons negotiations entered yet another phase, that of real reductions in nuclear forces.

**Reduction**

During the American presidential race of 1980, candidate Ronald Reagan severely criticized the content of SALT II as "fatally flawed" and a threat to US ICBM capability. Nonetheless, Reagan adhered to the terms of the non-ratified agreement upon taking office while at the same time initiating a disarmament process that attended not just to simple limitation of weapons, but also sought to create true reductions in the nuclear strategic forces of both sides. As an indicator of this reduction regime, the Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) Treaty of December 1987 abolished an entire class of nuclear weapons, those with a range of between 500 and 5500 kilometres. All of these weapons were destroyed by June 1991. After the disintegration of the Warsaw Pact and the unification of Germany, first the United States then the Soviet Union (later Russia) unilaterally eliminated their short-range tactical nuclear weapons, the second time a class of nuclear weapons was destroyed.

On the strategic weapons front, negotiations continued for the better part of a decade on the START I agreement. START I was signed in January 1991, leaving each side with roughly 6000 warheads and 1600 launchers. START II, which included further cuts in strategic offensive warheads to around 3000-3500 each, was signed in January 1993. START II sought to close the potential loopholes contained in START I, including warhead calculation, verification procedures, and the total elimination of MIRVed ICBMs.

Whereas the START agreements are laudable in that they create a framework for actually reducing the overall number of warheads allowed for each side, they cannot be considered irreversible. This is because the main effect of the agreements is to move strategic weapons from deployed positions to storage, or reserve status. Although there is a shared view that the START agreements are part of a larger process that includes weapons destruction, the agreements do not actually contain conditions for the destruction of the missiles themselves, or the disposition of the nuclear material contained in their warheads. That stated, some dismantling of warheads and their delivery systems has taken place. For instance, the republics of Belarus, Kazakhstan and Ukraine agreed to send their nuclear weapons to Russia on the condition they be dismantled. Furthermore, a US Department of Energy led initiative to begin a joint program to dismantle weapons began in a limited manner in 1994. And the US
Congressional Cooperative Threat Reduction (CTR) program included a bilateral plan to dismantle weapons that fell under the START initiative.

However, there are no limits or conditions regarding military fissile material either contained in these (or remaining) weapons or those currently held in reserve. Furthermore, there are no agreements regarding stockpile limits for either weapons or nuclear material, and no exchange of information or data on weapons that are stored. Part of the reason here has to do with the persistent security concern in Russia regarding the inclusion of American personnel in verification exercises. American inspectors have been permitted to witness, supervise or verify Russian reduction processes in only a limited manner. This has resulted in some serious concerns about just what material is being stockpiled, and in what manner.

These concerns, which are not dealt with in the START accords, are related to the broader issue of materials control in Russia. Indeed, part of the immediacy surrounding fissile material conversion and the safety of nuclear material in the former Soviet Union is related to the threat of smuggling. Market economy reforms in Russia have not left the nuclear industry untouched. Extremely high and protracted levels of inflation and the demise of state authority resulted in wage suppressions of up to 70 percent among nuclear scientists, engineers, and plant managers. Moreover, even Russia’s new nuclear regulatory agency Gosatomnadzor (GAN) admitted that it was unable to track its own inventories. GAN director Yuri Vishevsky stated that GAN "would like to bring some order to the area of stockpile accountability, [but] there are too many possessors of nuclear material," leaving a full inventory practically impossible.

The apparent inability of the Russian Federation to control its own nuclear stockpiles resulted in numerous reports of black market sales of strategic materials. In the summer of 1994, several accounts of nuclear material smuggling illustrated the urgency surrounding institutionalizing safeguards for post-Soviet nuclear material. In response, the Russian Interior Ministry created a smuggling incident "registry" in 1995. It found that most incidents involved workers in the nuclear industry, not organized crime. The Russian Foreign Intelligence Service suggested that no amounts of "usable" weapons material had been lost. However, contradictory accounts of organized crime involvement and Russian weapons-grade material seized in Germany leave questions about the Russians’ ability to account for their material. GAN’s admission about the amount of material and its whereabouts highlights this uncertainty.

Nuclear materials smuggling is neither the main concern regarding the need to extend the restraint regime, nor is it a sidebar. Instead, it is an indicator of a problem. There is reason to be relatively confident that since large-scale black market sales have not occurred, there is therefore no current smuggling proliferation dilemma. However, the contradictory Russian accounts, and the dearth of materials safeguards, verification, and control illustrate the potential for real security threats. In addition, the issues and fears surrounding nuclear smuggling bring to light the weaknesses of the START agreements.
In sum, the achievements of the Cold War arms control and arms reduction process have been a necessary, albeit incremental, precursor for the broader goal of total disarmament. Dealing with fissile material controls during the Cold War was wrapped up in the strategic relationship of East-West relations; hence the relative lack of success regarding preceding fissile material control initiatives. The end of the Cold War, however, presents a unique opportunity to attend to the matter regarding nuclear restraint: elimination of strategically functional materials.

EXTENDING NUCLEAR RESTRAINT: MOVING TO AN ELIMINATION REGIME

Collaborative efforts (particularly those of the US and Russia) to reduce the threat of nuclear materials diversion are indicative of the next logical dimension of the nuclear restraint regime, referred to here as "nuclear materials elimination." These developments in international security regimes, and particularly those relating to materials non-proliferation, are couched in burgeoning cooperative relations between the US and Russia that have precipitated and established a broader multilateral relationship for disarmament and non-proliferation.

The START agreements are essential for bilateral weapons reduction. Moreover, they constitute, along with the INF agreement and European tactical weapons reductions, a logical progression in the advancement of nuclear restraint in the United States and Russia. But their drawback lies in what they do not cover: the "multiplier effect" of associated nuclear issues. Verification, monitoring, stockpiling, in addition to conditions covering possible redeployment, maintenance and the future of the former superpowers' remaining arsenals are beyond the scope of the START agreements, as drafted and signed by the two countries.40 However, instituting the START reduction regime mandates the next order of business: attending to related issues of nuclear materials security. This is part of the evolution of nuclear restraint, as each level introduces new and deeper disarmament and non-proliferation initiatives. Of these related issues, the future of the HEU and plutonium contained in the warheads is crucial, given their central role in weapons manufacturing.

Therefore, a fissile material "elimination" regime is something of a watershed in global non-proliferation, in a sense coming full circle in our consideration of the fissile materials issue. Eisenhower's forewarning that the spread of nuclear weapons material (and by direct association fissile material and related technology) be checked was followed by its incorporation into more limited, yet and progressive arms control initiatives of the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s. Returning to the fissile material question is crucial because dealing with fissile material (with the eventual goal of eliminating the material) is in effect the culmination of the entire nuclear restraint regime. That is, eliminating the material contributes to the overall goal of eliminating the proliferation problem (although the matter of civilian material diversion remains), as well as the associated concerns about nuclear trafficking. Though the call to abolish strategic nuclear materials, or at least to impose a more rigid form of controls, has been made by non-superpowers, implementing the elimination regime required a US-Russian initiative.
There have been some agreements between the two sides covering military material, but they are largely interim arrangements. On the plutonium front, the 1994 Gore-Chernomyrdin agreement covers safeguards for reactor-produced plutonium and a long-term storage facility for weapons plutonium. On the American side, the US Department of Energy has agreed to give up its "excess" military HEU and plutonium for IAEA supervision as a demonstration of voluntary action on fissile material. The problem here is that these agreements either do not eliminate the military fissile material, or they allow for large remaining military stockpiles. Aside from continued stockpiling and limited verification exercises, little has been accomplished in the way of eliminating the strategic threat of plutonium. And given its toxic and volatile nature, there are few safe alternative uses for military plutonium.

As a central component of nuclear weapons programs, fissile material is something of a thread that winds its way through a series of multilateral initiatives. It has maintained an important connection with the process of negotiations aimed at controlling or reducing nuclear weapons, working toward the eventual goal of complete nuclear disarmament. At the core here has been the issue of how to eliminate nuclear weapons, and in particular the manner in which that goal might be achieved. Arms controls efforts have been unable to deal with the problem comprehensively, and instead moved to a more incremental or more fragmented process. Elements of this alternate process included:

- Freezing the status quo, through the implementation of the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT);
- Dealing with the matter based on environmental concerns, such as the Limited Test Ban Treaty (1963), the Outer Space and Antarctic Treaties (1959);
- Seeking weapons limitations and reductions agreements (SALT, INF, START); and
- Establishing regimes to deal with essential components of weapons programs, such as the Missile Technology Control Regime, the Chemical Weapons Convention, or the Biological Weapons Convention.

Eliminating fissile material constitutes a unique dimension in the process of arms control in that it represents on one level a form of arms control, since limits on production or stocks of fissile material would control a degree of new weapons development. Yet on another level, controls over fissile material also include material either slated for weapons use or material extracted from dismantled weapons. Cultivating stable global nuclear relations, then, depends upon the expansion of nuclear restraint. As part of the general arms control process, nuclear weapons agreements are a confidence-building measure while serving to decrease the global threat of nuclear proliferation. In basic terms, the significance of the materials elimination regime may be outlined in the following manner:

- Arms control, particularly in the nuclear arena, is essential for the continuance of bilateral relations;
- Fissile material control is essential for arms control;
- As a form of arms control, fissile material elimination is also disarmament.
In sum, material controls contribute to better relations among the nuclear powers in two ways. First, the new regime seeks to ban new production, and ultimately eradicate existing stockpiles, or at least render them strategically useless. Second, the regime institutes the next stage of nuclear restraint among the nuclear powers by targeting the material used in the construction of warheads. This, then, clearly represents a strategic opportunity in the post-Cold War era to push the envelope of existing nuclear agreements.

Some developments in the field of fissile material controls also should be noted. As a result of American concerns that a bilateral Russo-Iranian agreement to build a nuclear power plant at the Bushehr site in Iran could lead to a weapons acquisition program, the United States Department of Energy was invited to participate in a joint monitoring and verification of the program. In addition, the United States has been allowed verification and inspection access to the Russian Lytkarlo nuclear site, previously an "unreported" site with reserves of HEU and separated weapons plutonium, and off-limits to the West; permission was given after US Energy Secretary Frederico Pena asked for access. Bilateral meetings in September 1997 between US Vice-President Al Gore and Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin included agreements to further de-enrich HEU to LEU in the Krasnoyarsk-26 and Tomsk-7 plants, and to declare a plutonium excess at 40 tonnes. And on the HEU deal front, shipments originally scheduled to be made in April 1997, but detained because of disagreements covering the feed component required for the dilution process, took place in late summer. As well, the original highly enriched uranium purchase plan involving the American government has led to subsequent deals with the international uranium dealers Cogema, Cameco, and Nukem to buy material extracted from Russian weapons.

The thrust of an elimination regime would not be to simply eradicate fissile material, or the technology used in its generation. Indeed, in this case it is impossible to "put the genie back in the bottle." Rather, the elimination regime here refers to broad political, technical, and diplomatic measures employed with the overall goal of removing or converting fissile material for explosive purposes, and to initiate a process of confidence-building that would contribute to materials security. At the outset of such a new era, however, it is impossible to suggest one option for explosive fissile material disposition; in fact, there are several options, with their respective advantages and disadvantages. Safeguards and verifiable storage represents the most basic option for fissile material management, placing material under verification by either an international body such as the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), or a state body with external substantiation. Though cost-effective and relatively easy to implement, safeguarded storage removes the material from an operational capacity, but does not render the material incapable of use for future explosives. Vitrification - encasing material in glass logs that are subsequently buried - provides a more expensive yet permanent extension of this option. Perhaps the most effective current option is that presented in the United States-Russia Highly Enriched Uranium Purchase Agreement (detailed elsewhere in this article). Under this scenario, bomb-grade material is de-enriched to a level usable in nuclear reactors, but not in explosive devices. This material would then be as sensitive as other reactor fuel, but would also have a new use: power generation.
In brief, the culmination of the nuclear non-proliferation process is not necessarily "complete" with the new elimination regime; that is, eliminating material slated for use, or currently deployed, in nuclear weapons will not "abolish" nuclear weaponry, or nuclear weapons technology. However, the new regime is integral for our understanding of nuclear non-proliferation, arms control, and disarmament because it is evidence of changes and developments in strategic relations among principal states—particularly the United States and Russia. Furthermore, this new regime is made clearer when placed in the context of existing and previous eras of nuclear restraint (see Table 1). 

CONCLUSION

Regime analysis has been bandied about in international relations literature for some time. The purpose of this article has been to situate the extension of nuclear restraint within the regime literature, and as a definitional overview, to shed some light on the utility of the materials elimination process. There are a number of conclusions to be reached here. First, the process is highly normative; attitudes and beliefs about the "taboo" of nuclear weapons and materials in the post-Cold War era are buffeted by the anxieties surrounding the possibility of nuclear materials diversion. Second, the rules associated with some of the emerging nuclear materials agreements are couched in the language and diplomacy of the previous nuclear restraints eras. Third, the preliminary accords pertaining to nuclear materials and nuclear fuel provide the basis for institutional and deliberative fora for future and perhaps deeper measures. Finally, regime analysis lends itself well to the extension of nuclear restraint because, notwithstanding a firm history of strategic assurances in the nuclear field, the materials concern has indeed become an important "issue-area" with the close of the Cold War.

Regime terminology is particularly prescient for nuclear restraint because events and revolutionary change at the systemic level have had serious effects for disarmament and non-proliferation as a process. It has been suggested here that the impetus of systemic events was necessary to move beyond the traditional restraint methodologies; the onset of consequent nuclear non-proliferation measures was unimaginable without a significant alteration to the Cold War relationship. In this light, the title of Krasner's early work - "Structural Causes and Regime Consequences" - is telling: international structural changes (the end of the Cold War) were in fact causal forces behind subsequent regime consequences in the area of nuclear restraint.

Krasner has argued that regimes emerge in international relations for a number of important reasons. First, states seek regimes in order to maximize their own self-interest, or utility function. Second, there is a degree of political power that may be gained from the regime, either the pursuance of the common good, or through achieving individualistic interests. Third, norms and principles develop as a consequence of natural relations among states, and regimes represent a form of utilizing them in an institutional or regularized manner. Fourth, usage and custom lead to standardized forms of behavior and interaction. And finally, cooperation is facilitated through the generation of new knowledge, "transcending 'prevailing lines of cleavage'" and "providing common ground" for participants. The benefits for collaborative endeavors in the arena of nuclear restraint,
it has been argued here, are vital for the activities and wishes of the United States and Russia, as well as the international community. Indeed, as "intervening variables," regimes represent a normative device, and a tangible mechanism for reducing nuclear tension and distrust. Nuclear regimes mitigate the effects of an anarchical international system, reduce uncertainty in this most immediate and present threat to international security, and demonstrate their ability to stimulate collaborative activities in a succession of related and more intricate agreements.

For contemporary studies of foreign policy, the end of the Cold War was indeed a momentous turning point. It was, however, a process predicated on several related causes rather than a single defining event. But as a relatively peaceful process, it gained momentum as each part of the old order seemed to drop off in a manner that appeared revolutionary in light of the conditions of the Cold War era. Although the real reason behind the end of the Cold War is more of a combination of factors, the sudden end to that era simply was not predicted and any analysis of its causes is necessarily post-facto.

The consequences of inaction on nuclear materials elimination are potentially detrimental. Michael Mandelbaum has reminded us in a rather ominous piece that the most important "lesson" for international security in the post-Cold War era has not yet occurred. The lesson, he argues, is the actual use of a nuclear device manufactured from materials made available at the end of the Cold War. Indeed, this would be a lesson for the entire global community, given the uncontainable and calamitous effects of a nuclear explosion.

Mandelbaum's argument, which is not merely apocalyptic, is part of a cautionary post-Cold War literature that suggests the end of the bipolar nuclear stalemate has actually created a more unstable environment. The initial peaceful transition from the Cold War period ushered in a time of caution, if not apprehension, as the rocky transition to democracy and market reforms in Russia coupled with domestic political instability cast a pall over the buoyancy of the early post-Cold War years.

The evolution of international arms control, despite the bumps along the road, provided the necessary groundwork for final stage of restricting nuclear use and development. In turn, this demonstrates a strategic link made between the Cold War arms control process and the post-Cold War attempts to preserve the conditions that emanated from this process. Arms control initiatives and assurances are essential for bilateral cooperation after the Cold War given their direct contribution to global peace and confidence building. Importantly, this depends on maintaining the achievements of the arms control period. If war avoidance was the core doctrine of the Cold War, then confidence preservation is the substance of the emerging era.
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